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There was a time when personal service was standard 

You would go to the shop 
and be served  while having 
a chat. 
 
No plastic bags in those days 
and bottles were glass and 
returnable. 
 
 

Call us old fashioned but at Key Systems that’s the way we’ve 
always worked. 
 
We like to take time with you, to understand your business 
better, to give you a product that is right for you now and in 
the future. 
 
If you have a problem or need advice, no waiting on the 
phone on hold, you will always get a quick response. 
 

We believe that you are our best advert 
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TOUCH SCREENS 



Quasar 

Key Features 
 
Fully Enclosed Aluminium Housing 
 
Intel® Core J1900 Quad Core, 
 
 2.0GHz/2.42GHz (Burst), 2Mb Cache 
 
15″ bezel-free PCT touch screen  
 
4Gb RAM 
 
500Gb HDD or 120Gb SSD 
 
IP65 Rating 

Product Overview - Quasar 
This ultra slim line bezel-free terminal with a fully enclosed vent free aluminium case. Idea for harsh 
environments such as pubs, clubs and restaurants. 
 
The latest high performance terminal at a great price! 
 
The Quasar is built with an Intel® Core J1900 Quad Core, 2.0GHz/2.42GHz (Burst), 2Mb Cache processor, 
comes as standard with 4Gb RAM but can hold up to 8Gb RAM. 
 
Featuring a 15″ bezel-free touch screen design supporting multi-touch functions/ PCT (projective capacitive 
touch) for increased accuracy and ease of use. 
 
Additional options: 
MSR (Magnetic Stripe Reader) 
MSR + Finger Print (Combo) 
MSR + iButton (Combo) 
MSR + RFID (Combo) 
Flush mount VFD display, 2×20 characters 
10″ True Flat USB Monitor (1024 x 768) 

http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/quasar/
http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/quasar/
http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/quasar/
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Key Features 
 
Intel® Core J1900 Quad Core, 
 
 2.0GHz/2.42GHz (Burst), 2Mb Cache, 4Gb 
RAM, Fanless 
 
15" true-flat projected capacitive touch screen 
 
Up to 8Gb RAM 
 
Fully adjustable stand and viewing options 
 
Tidy cable management 
 
IP65 rated 

Product Overview - PS-3415E 
The PS-3415E is built with an Intel® Core J1900 Quad Core, 2.0GHz/2.42GHz (Burst), 2Mb Cache processor. 
The high spec PS-3415E comes as standard with 4Gb RAM but can hold up to 8Gb RAM. This EPOS terminal 
is designed to meet the demands of many business environments and is a cost effective solution for 
business owners. 
 
This EPOS system features a 15″ bezel-free touch screen design supporting multi-touch functions/ PCT 
(projective capacitive touch) for increased accuracy and ease of use. PS-3415E is fanless and has no moving 
parts increasing reliability and lowering cost of ownership. 
 
PS-3415E is available with an extensive range of peripherals allowing flexibility. Peripheral options include: 
MSR/card reader, Dallas/iButton, fingerprint/ biometric reader, RFID reader, integrated 2 line VFD or LCD 
customer display, integrated 7″ LCD advertising display, integrated side keypad, printers, barcode scanners, 
cash drawers and more. Peripheral cable management is kept neat by separating a full set of ports into the 
top of the terminal and the base. 

PS-3415E 

http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/sa-105z/
http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/sa-505-msr-dallas-reader/
http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/pd-2608ue-posiflex-customer-display/
http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/lm-3010e/


Key Features 
            Intel® Bay Trail- D J1900, quad core, 2.0GHz,  Fanless 

            15" true-flat projected capacitive touch screen 

            Up to 8Gb RAM 

            IP66 Rated 

            Fully adjustable stand 

            Multiple colour options 

            Wall mountable (VESA) 

Quantum X 

Product Overview - Quantum X 
Quantum X, the next generation bezel free touchscreen EPOS system. One of the industry’s fastest POS 

terminals featuring the latest Quad Core J1900 or i3-4330TE, Fanless technology. In today’s current hospitality 

and retail markets where time is money the Quantum is the desirable choice for all. Featuring an elegant, thin 

and compact design in a robust heavy duty aluminium cast housing 

With the latest Fanless technology and innovative design the Quantum X incorporates a heat sink to maintain 

optimum working temperature and with no need for vents there is no chance of any liquid spillage, driving the 

unit to a longer life span and a lower cost of ownership, with no moving parts. 

The high resolution display uses the latest screen technology to enhance the user experience. Bezel free 

touchscreens prevent ingress of dirt and liquid, rated to IP66 (waterproof). Projected Capacitive Touchscreens 

as standard allows for 10 point multi-touch operation. 

A fully adjustable stand giving the operator’s choice of angle for their comfort. The stand can be positioned 

completely flat or removed entirely allowing the Quantum X to be wall mounted using a VESA bracket. 

Multiple colour options available to suit décor. 

Options: 

Haswell Pentium G3320TE or i3-4330TE fanless processor 

320Gb HDD or 60Gb SSD as standard 

Up to 16Gb RAM 

Optional Accessories: 

MSR only 

MSR/ iButton reader 

MSR/ Biometric reader 

RFID reader 

9.7” LCD customer display 

2 line VFD customer display (blue) 
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RT-2015 

Key Features 
Intel Bay Trail J1900 Quad Core CPU, up to 
2.42 GHz, 2M Cache 
OS: Windows 7/POSReady 7/Windows 
Embedded 8.1 Industry/ Windows 10 
IoT/Linux per request  
LCD: 15" TFT LCD, 1024 x 768 resolution 
Memory: DDR3L SO-DIMM slot x 1, max. 8GB  
Storage: SATA storage x 2 
Wifi : Optional M.2 WiFi/BT module 

Product Overview - RT-2015 
The RT-2015 is a fanless POS terminal refined in every detail which is more powerful and slimmer and can be 
used for more applications. It features an ultra-slim 15” touch screen and sleek body which makes the unit 
stylish and space-saving. The RT-2015 is taking POS terminal design into the next level and setting your brand 
image apart from the others. 
 
Slim yet Powerful 
In addition to an Intel Bay Trail processor embedded, the RT-2015 overcomes the limits to the size and 
features diverse I/O ports (hidden in the rear cover) which allow connection to various devices. 
 
Patented Fanless Technology 
Easy to clean and very durable – its front is dust and water resistant. The patented fanless technology allows 
the unit to run silently and provides a long service life. 
 
Clean Cable Management 
Advanced cable management design delivers a truly clutter-free station. The standard base can also house the 
optional PoweredUSB module or USB extension module while retaining the sleek look. 
 
Faster Installation and Serviceability 
Rear cover can be easily and toolessly removed, which allows for faster installation and serviceability. 
 
 



VariPOS 715 

Key Features 
15" zero-bezel glass & projected capacitive 

technology touchscreen  

Intel® Pineview D510 1.66GHz Dual Core CPU 

Fanless 

Flexible architectures for 7.2" LCD second 

display, MSR, iButton, fingerprint, smart card 

reader  

Removable aluminium base with adjustable 

angle & adjustable view angle of customer 

display VESA Mount  

Customized colour matches your shop image  

Front panel IP 66 waterproof Certified 

Product Overview - VariPOS 715 
In the competitive hospitality business technology is always moving forward. The main challenges of the restaurant 
owner are enhancing the customer ratification, increasing employee turnover and staying ahead of others. It’s a 
world where customers expect quick, efficient service. Let ForPOS help you. ForPOS is taking customer interactions 
to the next level by enabling companies to grow revenue, reduce costs, improve speed of service and increase 
customer satisfaction. 
The VariPOS 715 EPOS Terminal is housed by the robust aluminium material to ensure a complete protection 
for  the main system. The aluminium material also guarantees efficient heat elimination, steady performance to 
maximize uptime and helps to reduce maintenance costs. The front panel of  VariPOS 715 is rated by IP 66 
waterproof test. The base of  the VariPOS 715 can be either in fixed plastic or adjustable aluminium materials for 
friendly view angle. 
The VariPOS 715 EPOS Terminal offers customized colour service to synchronize your retail shop and cooperation 
identity. VariPOS 715 provides end-to-end communications throughout your operation to increase efficiency, speed 
service, and ultimately a better guest experience for your customers. 

BACK TO CONTENTS 
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PRINTERS 



BTP-R880NP  
THERMAL PRINTER 

Key Features 
Top paper exit 
Print speed of up to 230mm/s 
USB 2.O (Full speed) on board as standard 
Serial and Ethernet on board as standard  
Drop and print paper loading 
Two colour and grey printing 
Internal buzzer (Adjustable volume) 
Wall mountable (no bracket required) 
Additional options: splash proof cover and 
herald alarm 
Multiple interfaces including serial, USB, 
parallel, Ethernet and WLAN 

                                             

Product Overview - BTP-R880NP 
The BTP-R880NP thermal printer features a top feeding paper exit and high speed. Suitable for retail, 
hospitality, charity and leisure environments this has been proven to be the preferred choice for many 
businesses. This printer has a print speed of  230mm per second and is ENERGY STAR qualified making it a cost 
efficient purchase. 
 
BTP-R880NP features a wall mountable design, internal buzzer with adjustable volume and a drop and print 
paper loading mechanism for ease of use. 
 
As standard comes with serial, USB 2.0 and Ethernet high speed connection on board.  The printer offers the 
option for the multiple interfaces including, serial, parallel, Ethernet and WLAN and is Epson compatible. 
 
The BTP-R880NP printer offers all the same qualities as the BTP-2002NP but with faster performance, two 
colour printing and gray scale printing. The BTP-2002NP thermal printer has been discontinued and replaced 
with the BTP-R880NP. 
 
Additional options include splash proof cover to protect paper exit in hospitality environments and herald 
alarm for particularly noisy environments like kitchens and bars. 1-2 cash drawers (24V) can be powered via 
this printer. Available in black or white. 
 
Dimensions: 
145mm (W) x 200mm (D) x 145mm (H) 

http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/btp-r880np-thermal-printer-snbc-orient/
http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/btp-r880np-thermal-printer-snbc-orient/
http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/btp-r880np-thermal-printer-snbc-orient/


BTP-M300  
DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

Key Features 
On board USB as standard 
Prints in two colours - black and red 
Supports multi-layer paper 
Easy, drop in paper loading system 
Compatible with various paper widths 
Cash drawer port 
Optional interfaces - Serial (standard), 
USB, parallel or Ethernet 
Compatible with a herald alarm 
Internal power supply 

Product Overview - BTP-M300 
The BTP-M300 printer is the ideal heavy-duty dot matrix/kitchen printer. 9-pin serial impact dot matrix receipt 
printer offers high quality, high speed and stable performance. This printer is favorable for hot environments 
such as kitchens due  its dot matrix design, meaning the print will remain clear to read unlike thermal printers 
where the paper is a special fine paper that is coated with a chemical that changes color when exposed 
to heat. It comes with a paper cutter and can be used for dry cleaning ticket rolls. 
 
This printer is ENERGY STAR qualified making it a cost efficient purchase.  BTP-M300 comes with a wall 
mounting facility built in and spill proof cover available. 
 
BTP-M300 has a print speed of 400 dots/line and features an easy-to-use drop and print paper loading 
mechanism. 
 
This printer has USB and serial interface on board as standard. Other interface options include USB, serial, 
parallel, Ethernet or WLAN interface and is Epson compatible. 
 
BTP-M300 printer offers all the same qualities as the BTP-M280 but has an internal power supply whereas the 
BTP-M280 has an external PSU. An internal power supply is advantageous keeping cables to a minimum. The 
BTP-M280 has been discontinued and replaced with the BTP-M300. 
 
Additional options include herald kitchen alarms/ buzzers. 1-2 cash drawers (24V) can be powered via this 
printer. Available in black or white. 
 
Dimensions: 
160mm (W) x 245mm (D) x 154mm (H) 

http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/btp-m300-dot-matrix-printer-orient-snbc/
http://www.forpos.co.uk/products/btp-m300-dot-matrix-printer-orient-snbc/
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Herald Alarm 

Key Features 
Alarm triggered via the cash drawer port 
of the printer  
Programmable sounds (tones and levels)  
Programmable flash-light levels  
Easy to fit  

Product Overview - Herald Alarm 
The Herald alarm / Buzzer can work along side the BTP-M280 dot matrix kitchen printer (BTP-M280 B/D) 
and all of the range of Orient printers. This kitchen alarm is capable of giving a warning by sound as well as 
visually when orders are printed in the kitchen. The Herald alarm can operate when the printers are in 
vertical or horizontal positions. 



CASH DRAWERS 



FP-100 

Key Features 
In house powder coating 
Various solenoid and connector available 
on request 
Metal T-note clips 
4 bills, 8 coin slots and 1 cheque slot 
8 key lock combinations available 
Lockable lid available  
Removable inner coin tray 
Micro switch available 

Product Overview - FP-100 
The FP-100 is a quality, dependable cash drawer that is cost effective and a standard choice for most of our 
bundles. FP-100 is robust and ideal for most retail, hospitality, charities and leisure environments. 
 
The FP-100 cash drawer has an aluminium rail with nylon wheel release type. Featuring metal T-note clips (metal 
wire grippers available on request), 1 cheque slot, 4 bills, 8 coin compartments, a removable inner coin tray insert 
and 8 key lock combinations. Spare key sets are available for various key lock combinations. Lockable lids 
and inserts are available for security. This cash drawer can be mounted under a counter top to maximize counter 
space. Under counter mounting brackets are available. 
 
The connector cable exits from the top of the cash drawer at the back and is 1.5M. EPSON RJ-12-6 Pins (solenoid: 
2&4, Micro-Switch 3&6, Earth: 1 Removed: 5). 
 
Cash drawers are available in 12V (powers via terminal) or 24V (powers via printer). Available in black or white. 
A variety of cash drawer models are available to meet your specific requirements, with a wide range of size, style 
and colour. 
 
Dimensions: 
410mm (W) x 415mm (D) x 100mm (H) 
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FP-335 

Key Features 
Compact mini cash drawer 
5 bills and 8 coin slots and a cheque slot 
Interchangable coin and note compartments 
Dimensions: 335mm (W) x 300mm (D) x 
90mm (H) 
Ideal where space is at a premium 

Product Overview - FP-335 
The FP-335 cash drawer is a mini compact cash drawer. This small slide out cash drawer optimises both 
merchandising space and the cashiers’ working area. The FP-335 cash drawer is hard wearing and ideal for 
fast or slow moving business environments where space is at a premium or where the cash drawer simply 
needs to fit in a small space. 
 
FP-335 features metal wired note slips, 5 euro note holders and 8 coin slots, a cheque slot and 
interchangeable coin and note compartments. 
 
Cash drawer available in 12V (powers from terminal) or 24V (powers from printer). 
 
Dimensions: 
335mm (W) x 335mm (D) x 90mm (H) 



CR-2210 

Key Features 
Flip top design for space saving 
Aluminium die cast housing and powder 
coating for durability 
No screws visible for maximum security 
6 notes and 8 coin compartments 
Optional additional removeable insert tray 
and lockable lid 

Product Overview - CR-2210 
The Posiflex CR-2210 is a quality compact cash drawer with flip top design making it ideal for 
environments where space is at a premium. This drawer has aluminium die cast housing with a 
detailed powder coating finish to guarantee a durable design and attractive finish. 
 
Featuring 6 notes and 8 coin compartments plus a media slot for posting cheques and vouchers. The 
CR-2210 features a screw free design for maximum security. 
 
Optional additional lockable lid and insert trays are available to ensure cash is secure whilst inserts 
are being moved from the back office to the cash drawer. 
 
Available in black or white. 
 
Dimensions: 
460mm (W) x 175mm (D) x 102mm (H) 



BAR CODE SCANNERS 



MS-7120 Orbit 

Key Features 
Automatic scanning operation 
Adjustable scan head 
7 beeper tones 
Configurable depth of field 
Compact, lightweight and rugged design 

Product Overview - MS-7120 Orbit 
The Honeywell MS-7120 orbit scanner is an aggressive, omni-directional laser barcode scanner ideal for 
use in retail.  MS-7120 is a lightweight and rugged design. The footprint of the Honeywell MS-7120 
scanner is small making it ideal for applications where counter space is limited. The Honeywell MS-7120′s 
unique contoured shape allows it to be picked up and used as a hand-held scanner for large and bulky 
items. The Orbit scanner has an adjustable scan head for accommodating objects of various shapes and 
sizes. 



MS-3580 Scanner 

Key Features 
1,650 scans per second 
Omni-directional and Single-line mode 
enabled by a switch 
Sleep mode with IR wake-up 
Small footprint 
Optional stands to customise the height 
of the scanner 
Configurable depth of field 
7 beeper tones 

Product Overview - MS-3580 Scanner 
The Honeywell 3580 QuantumT barcode scanner provides retailers with a great omni-directional scan 
performance and optional single-line scanning in a convenient size. The small footprint and numerous stand 
options for the 3580 scanner minimize required counter space, increasing available room for merchandise 
and advertisement displays. 
 
Ideal for presentation scanning however, end users can customise the scan pattern and operate the scanner 
either hands-free or hand-held. The scanners rugged, rubber housing provides the necessary protection 
against daily operational use. 
 
The Honeywell 3580 with an industry-leading 1,650 scans per second provides aggressive, first-pass 
scanning, reducing the time it takes to scan products, increasing customer satisfaction and employee 
efficiency. The single-line scanning feature reduces unwanted scans on menu-style codes. Hand-held 
operation ensures easy scanning of larger, bulkier products that cannot be easily presented to stationary 
scanners. 
 
The Honeywell 3580 QuantumT scanner can be mounted to a wall or counter top, on top one of four 
optional stands or free standing for easy handheld use. 
 
Dimensions: 
66mm (L) x 67mm (W) x 108mm (H) 
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SOFTWARE 



ICRTouch's flagship Electronic Point of Sale touch screen 
till software TouchPoint is effortless to use, reliable and 
proven. TouchPoint has been developed over 15 years 
and (thanks to annual software upgrades) it remains 
cutting edge. 
 

We're confident TouchPoint is the most reliable EPoS 
software of its kind on the market.  ICRTouch has over 30 
years experience in developing and supplying EPoS 
systems and we've sold approximately 80,000 EPoS 
software licences. 
 

TouchPoint when you're making a sale... 
We understand how important it is to keep everything 
running smoothly. A TouchPoint till system easily handles 
all your requirements: scanning items, totalling the sale, 
juggling cash and cards. 
 

The till system can be adapted to your business: from a 
single touch screen cash register in a small shop to a 
multi-site business operating many tills. 
 

TouchPoint is simple to use and requires minimal 
training. New and part-time staff can quickly work a 
TouchPoint touch screen till with confidence, saving you 
time and maximising sales. 
 

Rely on TouchPoint to ask the right questions at the right 
time so you know sales opportunities aren't being 
missed. When an item is scanned TouchPoint prompts 
staff to talk about offers and deals. 



ICRTouch's TouchOffice is pc based back office 
software and it is the perfect EPoS partner for 
all the products in the ICRTouch range.  Think of 
it as a virtual version of what's on your shelves 
and in your cupboards and cellars. It's the same 
as your business, but you don't have to clean it.  
 
TouchOffice boasts unrivalled integration with 
your touch screen tills and other essential EPoS 
hardware. It's reliable, stable and it's been 
developed and upgraded over 10 years. Plus, 
TouchOffice is compatible with other software 
packages, including Sage, Booker and Pay24-7. 
 
TouchOffice easily handles the complex tasks of 
monitoring sales and stock lines, collating 
information from tills and managing staff and 
promotions. It displays the information in a 
familiar pc-based format.  
 
TouchOffice + TouchPoint (our flagship EPoS 
software that is effortless to use, reliable and 
proven) = A complete till management system 
that's easy to use and simple to run. No other 
back office Epos system offers the same level of 
integration. 



TouchOffice Web is a Cloud-based version of 
ICRTouch’s popular TouchOffice EPoS back 
office software.  With this powerful web-
based EPoS system, any time, anywhere in the 
world, any number of users have access to live 
and archive sales data, via a computer, tablet, 
smartphone and more. 
 
TouchOffice Web connects with ICRTouch’s 
flagship reliable and proven TouchPoint touch 
screen till software. TouchPoint has been 
developed over 15 years and (thanks to 
annual software upgrades) it remains cutting 
edge. 
 
TouchOffice Web allows you to remotely view 
live sales. Plus, it’s not all about the now. 
TouchOffice Web can access and show historic 
data too. 



ICRTouch's PocketTouch is the professional 
paper-free way to take food and drinks orders. 
This revolutionary EpoS software for hand-held 
devices has been designed and developed 
specifically for the hospitality and catering 
industry. At the touch of a screen orders are 
recorded and processed straight to the heart of 
your kitchen from the waiting staff’s hand-held 
ordering device. In conjunction with a wireless 
credit card terminal, orders can be paid for at the 
table. 
 
PocketTouch's extra garnish... 
 
PocketTouch prompts waiting staff to get the 
little things right. Trust it to remind servers to ask 
if the customer prefers fries or if the steak should 
be medium. Programme it to your exact 
requirements. If an item is sold out, PocketTouch 
will warn waiting staff: You can't order two 
lasagnes if PocketTouch knows there is only one 
left in the kitchen. Plus, for those occasions when 
an item isn't on the menu, PocketTouch 
incorporates the option to add hand-written 
messages using a touch screen pen or touch 
screen stylus. 



ICRTouch's TouchKitchen EPoS software 
transforms the way cafe and restaurant food 
orders are processed. From steak and chips to 
mushroom risotto, a diner's choice is displayed on 
a screen in the kitchen, eliminating the need for 
paper and print-outs. 
 
When waiting staff take an order, TouchKitchen 
receives information directly from the TouchPoint 
till system or PocketTouch hand-held ordering 
device. Chefs don't have to rely on the order being 
brought to the kitchen, so they can get cooking 
straight away.  
 
TouchKitchen displays orders on either a 
smartphone, tablet or display screen. The graphics 
mimic a conventional paper order or print-out, but 
with the TouchKitchen there is greater flexibility 
and mistakes are much less likely. 



Points mean prizes.... 
Implement a points system and thanks to 
TouchLoyalty how you do it is up you. Monitor how 
things are going as the system clearly displays your 
current points liability. Because it's so simple to set 
up you can .... 
Use points to sell products that have been sitting on 
the shelves for too long. 
When points aren't redeemed encourage customers 
to accrue more or to use them up. 
Defer discounts to customers. 
Restrict schemes with annual/monthly/weekly expiry 
dates. 
TouchLoyalty opens doors.... 
TouchLoyalty software is perfect for managing 
members-only loyalty schemes because you can 
upload a picture of your customer. Display it 
alongside their details including information about 
how they use your business. 
In an exclusive club, for restricted gym membership, 
or with members-only rooms and services, 
TouchLoyalty combined with a membership card or 
fob can open doors when you need them to be open 
and keeps them shut when you don't.  



Memberships 
Points Schemes 

Discount Schemes 
Gift Card Schemes 
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WHAT WE DO 



We like to come to you and go through your 
requirements in a relaxed environment. 

We will:- 
  Go through all your requirements now and in the future 
  
 Demonstrate a system to you and refining it to your needs as we talk. 
 
 Check installation points, risk of spillage, extra cabling, remote drawer to 
 name a few. 
  
 Give you an installed price on the system we would recommend for you 

  



When you place your order 
We will take all your price lists and  programme 
them into your system 



We will then program each screen to be easy 
for everyone to use 



Reports are easy to obtain and are 
programmed to your needs 



When we are happy with your set up, we then 
deliver and install. Staff training is then given. 

Any changes that are required are done free of charge 
in the first year. 

We support our Systems 24 hours a day 7 days a week so 
we, like you, require reliability from our Systems, as we 
do like a stress free life. 
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Special Offer 



Quasar Touch Screen 
Fully Enclosed Aluminium Housing 
 

Intel® Core J1900 Quad Core, 2.0GHz/2.42GHz (Burst), 
2Mb Cache 
 

15″ bezel-free PCT touch screen  
 

4Gb RAM 
 

500Gb HDD or 120Gb SSD 
 

IP65 Rating 

FP-100 Cash Drawer 

BTP-R880NP  
THERMAL PRINTER 

Programmed, Delivered, Installed with Training and  
12 Month On-site Guarantee for just £1895 VAT FREE 



The final piece in the puzzle 


